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Successive refinement of video: fundamental issues, past efforts and new directions [5150-73]
D. Taubman

Fully scalable video transmission using the SSM adaptation framework [5150-74]
D. Mukherjee, P. Chen, S. Hsiang, J. Woods, A. Said

Transition filtering and optimized quantization in interframe wavelet video coding [5150-76]
T. Rusert, K. Hanke, J. Ohm

Inter-view wavelet compression of light fields with disparity-compensated lifting [5150-77]
C. Chang, X. Zhu, P. Ramanathan, B. Girod

SESSION 20
SPECIAL SESSION: MOTION-COMPENSATED WAVELET CODING II

Advanced lifting-based motion-threading (MTh) technique for the 3D wavelet video coding [5150-78]
L. Luo, F. Wu, S. Li, Z. Zhuang

Complete-to-overcomplete discrete wavelet transforms for scalable video coding with MCTF [5150-79]
Y. Andreopoulos, M. van der Schaar, A. Munteanu, J. Barbarien, P. Schelkens, J. Cornelis

Low-rate FGS video compression based on motion-compensated spatio-temporal wavelet analysis [5150-81]
J. Viéron, C. Guillemot

SESSION 21
JPEG2000 CODING STANDARD I

Experiments in JPEG2000-based INTRA coding for H.26L [5150-82]
R. Norcen, A. Uhl

JPEG 2000 coding of image data over adaptive refinement grids [5150-83]
M. Gamito, M. Dias

Post-processing for JPEG 2000 image coding using recursive line filtering based on a fuzzy control model [5150-84]
S. Yao, S. Rahardja, X. Lin, K. Lim, Z. Lu
Resolution scalability for arbitrary wavelet transforms in the JPEG-2000 standard [5150-85]
C. Brislawn, B. Wohlberg, A. Percus

Novel wavelet base choice in JPEG2000 [5150-86]
Q. Wang, Y. Mo, C. Han

SESSION 22
JPEG2000 CODING STANDARD II

Architecture, philosophy, and performance of JPIP: internet protocol standard for JPEG2000 [5150-87]
D. Taubman, R. Prandolini

Importance prioritization coding in JPEG2000 for interpretability with application to surveillance imagery [5150-88]
A. Nguyen, V. Chandran, S. Sridharan, R. Prandolini

Novel efficient architecture for JPEG2000 entropy coder [5150-89]
O. Fatemi, P. Asadzadeh Birjandi

Selective coding with controlled quality decay for 2D and 3D images in a JPEG2000 framework [5150-90]
A. Signoroni, F. Lazzaroni, R. Leonardi

SESSION 23
IMAGE AND VIDEO SECURITY AND WATERMARKING I

An information theoretic approach to digital image watermarking [5150-91]
S. Aviyente

Bayesian approach to attack characterization using robust watermarks [5150-92]
H. Knowles, D. Winne, C. Canagarajah, D. Bull

Efficient watermarking system with increased reliability for video authentication [5150-93]
D. Winne, H. Knowles, D. Bull, C. Canagarajah

Image vectorization in digital image watermarking [5150-95]
L. Shang

SESSION 24
MPEG VIDEO CODING STANDARD

Performance issues in MPEG-4 VTC image coding [5150-96]
R. Norcen, A. Uhl

Detailed rate-distortion analysis of H.264 video coding standard and comparison to MPEG-2/4 [5150-97]
D. Alfonso, D. Bagni, L. Celetto, L. Pezzoni

Encoding strategies for realizing MPEG-4 universal scalable video coding [5150-98]
Y. Tung, J. Kuo, J. Wu, W. Cheng, T. Pan

A study on rate distortion optimization scheme for JVT coder [5150-99]
K. Takagi, Y. Takishima, Y. Nakajima

SESSION 25
ERROR-RESILIENT CODING I

Unequal error protection codes for wavelet video transmission over W-CDMA, AWGN, and Rayleigh fading channels [5150-100]
M. Le, R. Liyana-Pathirana

Performance evaluation of Eureka-147 with RS(204, 188) code for mobile multimedia broadcasting [5150-101]
S. Chang, V. Ha, Z. Zhang, Y. Kim
Bit error recovery in internet facsimile without retransmission [5150-102]
H. Kim, A. Youssef

An adaptive error resilient video encoder [5150-103]
L. Cheng, M. El Zarki

Error-resilient method for robust video transmissions [5150-104]
D. Choi, T. Lim, S. Lee, C. Hwang

SESSION 26
IMAGE AND VIDEO SEGMENTATION III

Clustering of singular value decomposition of image data with applications to texture classification [5150-105]
A. Tavakoli Targhi, A. Shademan

Object and event recognition for stroke rehabilitation [5150-106]
A. Ghali, A. Cunningham, T. Pridmore

Blind separation of mixed images using multiscale transforms [5150-107]
P. Kisilev, M. Zibulevsky, Y. Zeevi

Intuitive strategy for parameter setting in video segmentation [5150-108]
E. Dreli Gelasca, E. Salvador, T. Ebrahimi

SESSION 27
ERROR-RESILIENT CODING II

Optimally smooth error resilient streaming of 3D wireframe animations [5150-109]
S. Varakliotis, S. Hailes, J. Ostermann

Model for unbalanced multiple description video transmission using path diversity [5150-110]
S. Ekmekci, T. Sikora

Recovery of incorrectly transmitted DWT-coded images [5150-111]
Y. Niu, A. Kassim

Flat-scalable video communication for wireless transmission error tolerance [5150-112]
R. Kawada, A. Koike, M. Wada, Y. Hatori

Error-resilient performance evaluation of MPEG-4 and H.264 [5150-113]
B. Jung, Y. Hwang, B. Jeon, M. Kim, S. Choi

SESSION 28
VISUALIZATION

Application of web-based visualizations to interactive television: a practical approach [5150-114]
S. Chakaveh, O. Geuer, S. Werning, S. Borggrefe, R. Haeger

Color data visualization for color imaging [5150-115]
A. Trémeau, P. Colantoni

SESSION 29
SYSTEMS AND ARCHITECTURES I

Media handling for visual information retrieval in VizIR [5150-116]
H. Eidenberger

An efficient, optimized JPEG2000 tier-1 coder hardware implementation [5150-117]
P. Schumacher

Acceleration of MPEG-4 video applications with the reconfigurable HW processor XPP [5150-118]
C. Ritter, E. Schüler, J. Quast, K. Müller-Glaser
A platform for distributed image processing and image retrieval [5150-119]
M. Güld, C. Thies, B. Fischer, D. Keysers, B. Wein, T. Lehmann

A pipeline: memory efficient and programmable architecture for the 2D discrete wavelet transform using lifting scheme [5150-120]
S. Bolouki, O. Fatemi

SESSION 30
3D IMAGE PROCESSING I

Pose estimation and 3D modeling from video by volume feedback [5150-121]
A. Nasiri Avanaki, B. Hamidzadeh, F. Kossentini

Fly-through viewpoint video system for multi-view soccer movie using viewpoint interpolation [5150-122]
N. Inamoto, H. Saito

Real-time free-viewpoint video rendering from volumetric geometry [5150-123]
B. Goldlücke, M. Magnor

Light field rendering with omni-directional camera [5150-124]
H. Todoroki, H. Saito

SESSION 31
3D IMAGE CODING

Fully scalable 3D overcomplete wavelet video coding using adaptive motion-compensated temporal filtering [5150-125]
J. Ye, M. van der Schaar

Compression of 3D integral images using wavelet decomposition [5150-126]
M. Mazri, A. Aggoun

Compression of LADAR imagery [5150-127]
J. Dagher, M. Marcellin, M. Neifeld

Scan order and quantization for 3D-DCT coding [5150-128]
N. Bozinovic, J. Konrad

Three-dimensional mesh simplification using normal variation error metric and modified subdivided edge classification [5150-129]
E. Chang, C. Ahn, Y. Ho

SESSION 32
OBJECT-BASED CODING

Video coding of model based at very low bit rates [5150-130]
X. Fu, Z. Wang

Semantic transcoding of video based on regions of interest [5150-131]
J. Lim, M. Kim, J. Kim, K. Kim

Optimized sign language video coding based on eye-tracking analysis [5150-132]

SESSION 33
SPECIAL SESSION: IMAGE COMPRESSION BEYOND WAVELETS

Iterative image coding with overcomplete complex wavelet transforms [5150-134]
N. Kingsbury, T. Reeves

Multiscale geometric image processing [5150-135]
J. Romberg, M. Wakin, R. Baraniuk
Geometrical image compression with bandelets [5150-136]
E. Le Pennec, S. Mallat

Discrete directional wavelet bases for image compression [5150-137]
P. Dragotti, V. Velisavljevic, M. Vetterli, B. Beferull-Lozano

SESSION 34
SPECIAL SESSION: SEMANTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTIMEDIA DOCUMENTS

Overview of multimodal techniques for the characterization of sport programs [5150-138]
N. Adami, R. Leonardi, P. Migliorati

Semantic annotation for live and posterity logging of video documents [5150-139]
M. Bertini, A. Del Bimbo, W. Nunziati

Application of MPEG-7 descriptors for content-based indexing of sports videos [5150-141]
M. Höynck, T. Auweiler, J. Ohm

SESSION 35
SPECIAL SESSION: IMAGE-BASED RENDERING AND RELATED TECHNOLOGIES

Object-based approach to image-based rendering with linear filters using defocus information [5150-142]
A. Kubota, K. Aizawa

Acoustic based rendering by interpolation of the plenacoustic function [5150-145]
T. Ajdler, M. Vetterli

Non-uniform sampling of image-based rendering data with the position-interval-error (PIE) function [5150-146]
C. Zhang, T. Chen

SESSION 36
IMAGE AND VIDEO ENHANCEMENT

Color image sharpening based on collective time-evolution of simultaneous nonlinear reaction-diffusion [5150-151]
T. Saito, J. Satsumabayashi, H. Harada, T. Komatsu

Inter-frame image enhancement for motion JPEG 2000 [5150-147]
W. Liu, W. Zheng, Y. Guo

Selective enhancement of contrast blocks for MPEG/JPEG image compression [5150-148]
K. Kupeev, Z. Sivan

Artifact reduction for MPEG-2 encoded video using a unified metric for digital video processing [5150-149]
L. Böröczky, Y. Yang

Superresolution images reconstructed from aliased images [5150-150]
P. Vandewalle, S. Süsstrunk, M. Vetterli

SESSION 37
IMAGE AND VIDEO CODING I

Scalable video compression using longer motion compensated temporal filters [5150-152]
A. Golwelkar, J. Woods

Zerotree image compression using anisotropic wavelet packet transform [5150-153]
R. Kutil

New directions in video coding [5150-154]
X. Li
Motion compensated predictive subband coding of temporal lowpass frames from a 3D wavelet video coding scheme [5150-155]
C. Mayer

SESSION 38
IMAGE AND VIDEO CODING II

Perceptually adaptive hybrid video encoding based on just-noticeable-distortion profile [5150-157]
X. Yang, W. Lin, Z. Lu, E. Ong, S. Yao

Image and animation cell coding using wedgelets and beamlets [5150-158]
W. Lee, A. Kassim

Exploring image coding techniques for remote sensing and geographic information systems [5150-159]
J. Serra, C. Fernandez, F. Auli, F. Garcia

New quadtree predictive image coding technique using pattern-based classification [5150-160]
F. Keissarian

SESSION 39
MOTION ESTIMATION I

Fast local motion estimation algorithm using elementary motion detectors [5150-161]
E. Nakamura, T. Nakamura, K. Sawada

Feature-assisted search technique for motion estimation [5150-162]
J. Lee, J. Ra

Fast half-pixel motion estimation based on directional search and a linear model [5150-163]
Y. Lee, J. Lee, J. Ra

Fast disparity estimation algorithm for mesh-based stereo image/video compression with two-stage hybrid approach [5150-164]
S. Chien, S. Yu, L. Ding, Y. Huang, L. Chen

An efficient and direct non-planar rotation estimation algorithm for video applications [5150-165]
M. Garcia, H. Nicolas

SESSION 40
MOTION ESTIMATION II

Global motion estimation algorithm for video segmentation [5150-166]
E. Sáez, J. Palomares, J. Benavides, N. Guil

Fast motion estimation algorithm for H.264/MPEG-4 AVC by using multiple reference frame skipping criteria [5150-167]
B. Hsieh, Y. Huang, T. Wang, S. Chien, L. Chen

Fast motion estimation and mode decision with variable motion block sizes [5150-169]
W. Choi, J. Lee, S. Yang, B. Jeon

SESSION 41
IMAGE AND VIDEO QUALITY

Robust approach for color image quality assessment [5150-171]
P. Le Callet, D. Barba

New perceptual quality assessment method with reduced reference for compressed images [5150-172]
M. Carnec, P. Le Callet, D. Barba

Methodologies for objective evaluation of video segmentation quality [5150-173]
P. Correia, F. Pereira
Evaluation model considering static-temporal quality degradation and human memory for SSCQE video quality [5150-174]
Y. Horita, T. Miyata, I. Gunawan, T. Murai, M. Ghanbari

SESSION 42
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO NOISE REDUCTION

Spatially adaptive denoising using mixture modeling of wavelet coefficients [5150-175]
I. Eom, Y. Kim

On-chip digital noise reduction for integrated CMOS cameras [5150-176]
M. Rullmann, J. Schlußler, R. Schüffny

RM-filtering procedures in image and video processing [5150-177]
V. Ponomaryov, F. Gallegos-Funes, L. Ponomaryova

Three-dimensional entropy vector median filter for color video filtering [5150-178]
R. Lukac, B. Smolka, K. Plataniotis, A. Venetsanopoulos

Application of kernel density estimation for color image filtering [5150-179]
B. Smolka, R. Lukac, K. Plataniotis, A. Venetsanopoulos

Modified anisotropic diffusion framework [5150-180]
B. Smolka, R. Lukac, K. Plataniotis, A. Venetsanopoulos

Color image denoising with wavelet thresholding based on human visual system model [5150-181]
K. Huang, Z. Wu

SESSION 43
POSTERS: LOSSLESS CODING

Lossless coding using predictors and VLCs optimized for each image [5150-183]
I. Matsuda, N. Shirai, S. Itoh

A study on multiresolution lossless video coding using inter/intra frame adaptive prediction [5150-184]
T. Nakachi, T. Sawabe, T. Fujii

Modifying integer wavelet transforms for scalable near-lossless image coding [5150-185]
G. Abhayaratne

Reversible integer-to-integer transforms and symmetric extension of even-length filter banks [5150-186]
B. Wohlberg, C. Brislawn

Orthonormal integer block transforms for lossless coding: design and performance analysis [5150-187]
G. Abhayaratne

SESSION 44
POSTERS: SYSTEMS AND ARCHITECTURES II

Hardware platform for regions extraction in foveal images [5150-188]
F. Coslado, M. González, P. Camacho, F. Sandoval

Enabling real-time H.26L video services over wireless ad hoc networks using joint admission and transmission power control [5150-189]
Y. Pei, J. Modestino, Q. Qu, X. Wang

A scalable architecture for use in an over-HDTV real-time codec system for multiresolution video [5150-190]
T. Yoshitome, K. Nakamura, Y. Yashima, M. Endo

SHD digital cinema distribution over a long distance network of Internet2 [5150-191]
Multimodal browsing using VoiceXML [5150-192]
G. Caccia, R. Lancini, G. Peschiera

Dynamic power scheduling system for JPEG2000 delivery over wireless networks [5150-193]
M. Martina, F. Vacca

SESSION 45
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO INDEXING II

MPEG-7 and image understanding systems [5150-195]
G. Kuvich

MPEG-7 content-based analysis/retrieval system and its applications [5150-196]
J. Kuo, J. Wu

Grouping viewpoint images into scenes based on similarity between frames [5150-197]
T. Nagasaki, M. Toda, T. Kawashima

Video indexing application based on watermarking using turbocode and side information [5150-198]
A. Buccoliero, R. Lancini, F. Mapelli, S. Tubaro

Image retrieval using dynamic spatial chromatic histograms [5150-199]
G. Ciocca, R. Schettini

SESSION 46
POSTERS: FACE DETECTION AND RECOGNITION

Face recognition with non-negative matrix factorization [5150-200]
M. Rajapakse, L. Wyse

Human face detection for automatic classification and annotation of personal photo collections [5150-202]
B. Chupeau, V. Tollu, J. Stauder, I. Grasland

Towards fast feature adaptation and localization for real-time face recognition systems [5150-203]
F. Zuo, P. de With

Hybrid method of holistic and analytic approach for face recognition [5150-204]
W. Chen, F. Qi

SESSION 47
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO SECURITY AND WATERMARKING II

Fault-induced attack on semi-fragile image authentication schemes [5150-205]
Y. Wu, C. Xu

Wavelet-based steganalysis using a computational immune system approach [5150-206]
J. Jackson, G. Gunsch, R. Claypoole, G. Lamont

Hiding optical watermarks in hard copy images with reducing degradation of halftone quality [5150-207]
T. Kimoto

Flexible authentication of images [5150-208]
Y. Yang, F. Bao, R. Deng

Slant transform watermarking for digital images [5150-211]
A. Ho, X. Zhu, J. Shen

Transform domain watermarking: adaptive selection of the watermark’s position and length [5150-212]
V. Fotopoulos, A. Skodras
SESSION 48
POSTERS: 3D IMAGE PROCESSING II

View-dependent transmission of three-dimensional mesh models using hierarchical partitioning [5150-213]
S. Kim, J. Ahn, Y. Ho

Spatio-temporal view interpolation in real-time [5150-214]
T. Radtke

Weighted bit allocation for multiresolution 3D mesh geometry compression [5150-215]
F. Payan, M. Antonini

Three-dimensional image representation of buildings utilizing heterogeneous information for multimedia ambiance communication [5150-217]

SESSION 49
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO SEGMENTATION IV

Active camera tracking using affine motion compensation [5150-219]
Y. Jung, Y. Ho

Scalable reduced dimension object segmentation based on wavelet [5150-220]
L. Zhang, G. Tu

Fast method of segmentation and indexing MPEG1-2 flow [5150-221]
L. Brunel, P. Mathieu

Segmentation of the breast region in mammograms using active contours [5150-222]
M. Wirth, A. Stapinski

Human activities recognition by head movement using partial recurrent neural network [5150-223]
H. Tan, K. Jia, L. De Silva

Spatially adaptive HOS-based motion detection for video sequence segmentation [5150-224]
S. Colonnese, A. Neri, G. Russo, G. Scarano

Texture segmentation based on features in wavelet domain for image retrieval [5150-225]
Y. Liu, S. Wu, X. Zhou

SESSION 50
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO CODING III

Recursively weighting pixel domain intra prediction on H.264 [5150-226]
H. Kimata, M. Kitahara, Y. Yashima

Fractal coding of color images using the correlation between Y and C components [5150-228]
Y. Nakane, E. Nakamura, K. Sawada

Comparison of texture coding methods in a unified motion prediction/compensation video compression algorithm [5150-230]
J. Reichel, F. Ziliani

Study of mutual scan-line fractal coding [5150-231]
P. Limmaneeprasert, R. Varakuisiripun

Apple Quicktime vs. Microsoft Windows Media: an objective comparison of video encoding quality [5150-232]
A. Aygen, K. Homayounfar
SESSION 51
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO RETRIEVAL APPLICATIONS

Sports video categorizing method using camera motion parameters [5150-234]
S. Takagi, S. Hattori, K. Yokoyama, A. Kodate, H. Tominaga

Episode image analysis for wearable daily life recording system [5150-235]
M. Toda, T. Nagasaki, T. Kawashima

Key frames extraction in athletic video [5150-236]
G. Caccia, R. Lancini, S. Russo

On the detection of pornographic digital images [5150-237]
R. Schettini, C. Brambilla, C. Cusano, G. Ciocca

SESSION 52
POSTERS: IMAGE AND VIDEO PROCESSING

Two new algorithms for fast computation of Legendre moments [5150-238]
L. Qin, H. Shu, F. Jin, C. Toumoulin, L. Luo

Detection and repair of defects in range-and-color image data observed with a laser range scanner [5150-239]
T. Saito, T. Komatsu, S. Sunaga, M. Hashiguchi

Shape contour description using modified radius-vector function [5150-240]
S. Park, H. Park, J. Park

On edge detector using local histogram analysis [5150-241]
A. Khalil, A. Aggoun, A. El-Mabrouk

Detection of salient curvature features on surfaces and their applications [5150-243]
Z. Yin, X. Liu, S. Jiang